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Announcement:
Bumps in the Night celebrates it’s first anniversary in print. We
hope you enjoy reading the issues as much as we enjoy making

them.

TnT Paranormal Happenings
July proved to be a hot month for us in the Chicagoland area. It is normally hot in July, but
this year we experienced some record breaking temperatures and heat indexes. Besides the
heat in July we did conduct a library program in Steger, added some more library programs
for the fall, and conducted client investigations and reveal meetings.

Paranormal or Not?
Upcoming Events

In July we worked with the owners of the Milton School in Alton, IL to schedule an “Investigate
with TnT Paranormal” event in October. This event is a live investigation of a documented
haunted location in historic Alton. Milton School was featured in an episode of SyFy’s Ghost
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Hunter’s last season. We will be setting up equipment to monitor the location, as well as
taking along handheld equipment for use during the investigation. We will show the
investigators that accompany us how to use the equipment and explain why we use each
item. This is an exciting opportunity that should not be missed and space is limited to 20
people, so hurry and get your tickets today. To learn more about how to go along with us on
the investigation go to: http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm#765613543
This past month we added two new team members to the team: Chris Alcala and Tom
Dziekan. Chris is works in special education and Tom is an Information Technology (IT)
professional. To learn more about them go to: http://www.tntparanormal.com/ourstaff.htm.
We are still searching for members to add to the team. If you are interested please contact
Melissa Tanner at melissa@tntparanormal.com.
Reminder the Chicago Ghost Conference is rapidly approaching…get your tickets soon.
We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in
mind if you hear of anything. That’s all for this issue but not by any means, all for us and
what we are up to. To learn more go to our website (www.tntparanormal.com), check us out
on FaceBook (https://www.facebook.com/#!/home.php?sk=group_146712678732927&ap=1),
or Twitter (TnTParanormal).
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Paranormal “U”
Asbestos
Hidden Dangers Series
by Angela Sangster, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
The architecture of an older building is fascinating to many who are interested in the paranormal and investigate abandoned buildings. The
craftsmanship that it took to build structures in the days before modern technology is something that should be respected. However, there were
things done in the past that later information showed to be harmful, and this includes in the construction of homes and buildings.
The term asbestos covers a set of six silicate materials that occur naturally and crystallize into fibers. They fall into two categories, serpentine
and amphibole. Serpentine fibers are curly and have been popular for industrial use. Amphibole fibers are like straight needles and are the
ones that have been linked to many potential health risks. That is not to say that serpentine fibers are harmless, as they have also been linked
to cancer and other serious illness.
In earlier years of construction, asbestos was found to be extremely durable in the building of homes and other structures. The word itself is
derived from the Greek meaning "inextinguishable", and mixing the fibers with cement made buildings that indeed stood the test of time and
were resistant to fire and chemical damage. This was especially popular in the latter part of the 19th century, largely because of disasters like
the Great Chicago Fire of 1871. Many of the older homes that are such a draw to curiosity seekers contain asbestos.
Abandoned buildings are subject to break-ins by trespassers, destruction by animals, and the eventual toll of the elements and lack of
care. This means extensive renovation if the building is to be saved, which brings about the danger of asbestos. The very fibers that were
thought to make a structure so durable have the potential to cause serious damage to humans breathing them when disturbed.
It was in the first part of the 20th century that the concerns about asbestos and the health risks began in earnest. The first recorded death from
asbestosis was a 33 year old English woman in 1924. She had been working around the asbestos materials since she was thirteen years of
age. This prompted England to do a study of the health risks and in 1931, laws were passed to make sure asbestos related workplaces had
proper ventilation and excused absences for any illness incurred. It would be another ten years before the United States would do the same.
Even with the regulations placed, until 1972 many buildings were insulated with asbestos. This begs the question--how safe are the homes we
live in if they were built before this date? What is important to note is that friable asbestos (airborne from structures that are falling apart) is
what is the most dangerous. Non-friable or intact asbestos does not cause the damage that breathing in airborne fibers does. It is often found
in insulation around pipes as well as within the walls of a building, a potential danger if renovation is attempted. The damage from friable
asbestos is severe, especially with long-term exposure. As with many things that are harmful to us, the more a person is exposed over longer
periods, the greater the risk.
Three diseases in particular have been associated with the long term exposure to asbestos. One of these is asbestosis, which is when the
airborne particles are inhaled and embed themselves in the lung tissue. The body creates an acid in an attempt to reject the foreign
matter. The asbestos resists erosion, however scar tissue builds up. Over time, this scar tissue can cause the lungs to stop working
properly. This type of manifestation takes place anywhere from 25-40 years after exposure.
Continued to Page 3
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Continued from Page 2

Asbestos – Do you know what you are breathing?
Mesothiloma is a cancer that has been shown to be directly related to asbestos exposure. People who work around asbestos-laden materials
are at the highest risk for this type of cancer. It attacks the thin lining of the lungs and can spread to the abdomen as well. The time it can take
from first exposure to manifestation of the disease is up to 30 years, although it can remain a risk for the rest of a person's life.
Lung cancer is also attributed to asbestos exposure, although doctors believe that the risk is especially increased with smokers. Again, the risk
remains after exposure for as much as 35 years. Because of these risks, asbestos is classified as a known human carcinogen by three
different organizations--the National Toxicology Program, the International Agency for the Research on Cancer, and the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Respect for older, abandoned homes, some of which have become local spots for reported paranormal activity, incite many people to assist in
renovations. Restoring a home to its former glory is no easy task, and when asbestos is involved, the best choice is to let professionals who
are trained to protect themselves test the area and remove the asbestos properly. It is also another reason never to trespass and risk exposure
in a home that may be falling apart and sending airborne asbestos particles everywhere.
At TnT Paranormal Investigations, we truly care about the safety of anyone wanting to investigate a location that is at potential risk for friable
asbestos. Anything that we learn about this, we want to share with our readers.
For further education and facts about asbestos and the risks, please check the following links.
http://www.scholarlyarticles.org/lung-mesothelioma-asbestos/10044.html
http://www.epa.gov/asbestos/pubs/ashome.html
http://www.chiff.com/a/asbestos-disease.htm
http://www.cancer.org/Cancer/CancerCauses/OtherCarcinogens/IntheWorkplace/asbestos

Famous Haunts
General William Fitzhugh Thornton Mansion (American Legion Post #81)
Website: http://shelbyparanormalprivateinvestigations.webs.com/s121.htm
The valleys of Central Illinois along the Kaskaskia River are part of the simple beauty of the
heartland. Nestled in this area is the town of Shelbyville in Shelby County. The terminal moraine
of the Wisconsin Glacier is located in such close proximity that it is known as the Shelbyville
Moraine. The Kaskaskia River is dammed off at the breach of this moraine, creating Lake
Shelbyville, a popular camping and recreational spot.

Continued to Page 4
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Famous Haunts
Continued from Page 3

American Legion Post #81, Case 121 continued
Shelbyville has an interesting history, most notably being the place of Abraham Lincoln's first political debate with Judge Anthony Thornton on
June 15, 1856. It was not as widely reported as the later debate Lincoln had with Stephen Douglas, but the debate with Judge Thornton set
Lincoln on his path to politics and later, the presidency.
Another member of the Thornton family was a pillar of Shelbyville's community in the 19th century as well--and there are those who believe the
spirits of he and his family remain in the home they cherished for years. William Fitzhugh Thornton moved to Shelbyville from Kentucky with his
family in 1834. His second home still stands today as a respected community business and the four-level mansion was the pride of the
family. Construction had begun on the home in the early 1840's and was often undergoing renovation and work. It was completed as it stands
now shortly before Thornton's death in 1873.
William Thornton was a general commissioned by President John Quincy Adams in 1820. He represented Shelby County in the state
legislature for the years of 1838-39. He also led the Board of the Illinois and Michigan Canal as its president and even went to England to sell
bonds to complete its building. He and his son Thomas started the first bank in Shelbyville. He enjoyed his life in the small town, and died
peacefully in his home in October of 1873.
General Thornton and his wife Anna had many children, although two died in infancy and at least two more died at very young ages. The family
was a happy one, although not immune to scandal. The son who shared a name with his father, William Wedderburn Thornton, was involved in
the murder of a fellow university student in Missouri in 1859. A Kentucky cemetery record for Benjamin F. Handy was found on ancestry.com
listing William Thornton as his murderer. Not much else is mentioned of the incident that can be found today, and it is unknown exactly how the
matter was handled. It is known that William Wedderburn Thornton went on to marry and have children of his own, as well as a successful
farm. Unfortunately, any happiness he enjoyed was short lived.
William's wife Martha died when she was only 45, and all but four of his children died in infancy. Likely this was due to the many illnesses that
were often fatal at that time. He ended up returning to the family home in disgrace. It was said by some that his sisters never forgave William for
the scandal he brought into the family and only took him into the home grudgingly. Likely due to the deaths of his loved ones and the scorn of
those left behind, William Wedderburn Thornton committed suicide in the home in 1895. He is buried in an unmarked grave in the family plot in
Shelbyville's historic Glenwood Cemetery.
After the home left the Thornton family in the early 1930's, it became a funeral home for a short time. It was purchased again in 1945, and was
temporarily made into apartment units. The home has belonged to the Shelby County Veterans Center since 1947.
Many who enter the mansion today believe that the Thornton family still remains and have thought to have heard the sound of children laughing
and playing. There have also been the sound of infant's cries, disembodied footsteps, and mysterious shadows reported. It has been
investigated several times by Shelby Paranormal Research Society, Joliet Paranormal Society, and Mid-Illinois Ghost Society.
TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC had an opportunity to investigate at the historic home of William Fitzhugh Thornton in January of 2011, and it
was an experience we very much enjoyed. Special thanks to Brian Hendrian and Shelby Paranormal Research Society, Mid-Illinois Ghost
Society for the historic research of the home, and the owners of the location for allowing us to investigate "S-121".
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Tools of the Trade
Audio Software
During an investigation we put out digital recorders to capture audio data to see if we can capture an Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP),
Electronic Noise Phenomenon (ENP) or a Disembodied voice during the investigation. When we review the audio data we use a PC loaded
with an audio software application. There are many, many applications available for use. Some are free and some will need to be
purchased.
As a team we chose to use an application called Audacity (see photo below). This application allows us to highlight parts of the audio file,
loop it, magnify it, etc. We use Audacity because it is free, easy to use, allows for the looping, and exports data clips easily in MP3 or WAV
format.

Link to the software site: http://audacity.sourceforge.net/ .

Audacity

Another thing that a software application will allow you to do is to determine the frequency that the EVP/ENP occurred in. The primary
reason this is important is so you can track patterns and assist with the proof of theories. There is a theory in the paranormal field that EVPs
aren’t heard (making it a disembodied voice) because it occurs in a frequency that is not heard by the human ears. By using such an
application you can track that information and watch for patterns. One of the best applications for the frequency identification is Adobe
Audition.
Adobe Audition does cost to use it, but it does have features that other application do not. The biggest is the ability to use it to extract audio
from a video file. We use this feature quite a bit.
No matter which application you use there are two things to remember: 1) Each team member should use the same application and 2) A
true EVP, ENP, or disembodied voice should be able to be played in it’s original state and not modified in any way.
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Ghostly Believe it or Not
My Night in the Humphrey House
Story by subscriber Linda Legac
In June of 2011 my friends and I were fortunate enough to be allowed to conduct a paranormal investigation at the Humphrey House.
Before we get into the investigation let me tell you a little about the house itself. The Senator John Humphrey House is a beautiful, old
home situated in the older section of Orland Park, Illinois known to those who live in the area as Old Orland. The old home is steeped in
history. As you walk through each of the rooms, that are still decorated as they were when the house was built, you are propelled back in
time to the age of the horse and buggy. The house is complete with antiques that date back to the 1800’s and this adds to the overall
appeal. It is fascinating to see the photographs of the people that once graced the rooms of this home. Equally fascinating is hearing the
stories concerning those whom have lived and died there.
We were hoping to contact some of the individuals who had lived in the home but have now passed on. Prior to conducting our investigation
of the Humphrey House, I had the chance to sit down with the custodians of the property, Bob and Vi, to ask them some questions
concerning the history of the house. I also had the chance to ask them about any paranormal experiences that they or anyone else might
have had in the house. Bob informed us of a time when a black mass rushed at him down the basement stairs while he was attending to
the cistern. He told how he ran up the stairs as fast as he could. That made us all the more anxious to start the investigation!
The investigation began in the attic of the Humphrey House. There were seven of us including Bob. It has been said that people have felt
tugging on the bottom of their clothes when spending time in the attic. I have to say that we did not experience this. The equipment we took
with us into the attic included an IR camera, several digital voice recorders, EMF detectors, a laser grid and an Ovilus, an example of ITC
equipment. On entering the attic, we found a framed obituary for Thomas Humphrey. My friend Tim decided to read it out loud to see if it
could stir up any activity. I have to say that the obituary was pretty creepy. It was in the form of a poem and kept repeating the phrase, “go
to your grave”! Not the kind of thing I would want written in my obituary!!! As Tim was reading this poem, the Ovilus keep saying “leave” and
“stop”. Tim would then stop reading and everything would be quiet. As soon as he started reading again, he would be told to leave or stop
again.
From there, we decided to check out the bedrooms in the home. My cousin Jeanine and her husband Scott stayed right outside the attic
and continued to use the digital recorder to see if they could pick up any EVP. I brought with me a toy truck to use as a trigger object and
placed it into the bedroom that had belonged to one of the male children. I was hoping to get it to move, but wasn’t so lucky. We continued
to check out the bedrooms on the second floor, but nothing major occurred. Throughout this whole time, the EMF detector remained flat.
We stayed there for a short time longer, then decided to go down to the living room.
All of the furnishings in the Humphrey House are antiques, so we situated ourselves on the floor of the living room. We had a laser grid
pointing at one side of the room. All of us sat quietly in the dark to see if anything would happen. My friend Chris had placed her flashlight,
which was off, on the ground in front of her. As we sat there, the flashlight turned itself on. We then tried to get whoever might have been
with us to do the same thing again, but to no avail. At one point, I got up and took my camera to the opposite doorway in the room. This
particular doorway looks into the hall by the front door and also through another doorway into Senator Humphrey’s office. I started to snap
pictures, but wasn’t getting anything. My friend Alex got up and stood by me. I then asked that if there was anyone there, I would appreciate
if he/she could stand in front of my camera so I could get a picture. As I turned to look through my camera I saw what I can only describe as
a spiral of light circling from the middle of the room upward. I snapped a picture as quickly as I could, but the object was moving extremely
fast. I did manage to get whatever it was at the top of the picture. My friend Alex, who was still next to me, said he also saw the light. I
would like to add that there were no lights on in the room and no lights reflecting from outside. In this section of Orland, the street lights are
minimal and there isn’t one outside the front of the house. My concern is that anyone seeing the picture will probably remark that it is a
reflection or dust or even a bug. However, we both know what we saw and it was definitely moving. I guess this gets chalked up to a
personal experience.
That just about sums up any experiences we had at the Humphrey House that night. It was a great investigation and I am truly appreciative
to the Elli’s for allowing us to investigate. Looking back on what occurred, I feel we were pretty successful. Fortunately for us, the Elli’s
invited us to come back whenever we want. We will probably take them up on that offer!

See page 7 for an excerpt from the interview that Linda conducted with Bob and Vi prior to the investigation.
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Ghostly Believe it or Not
Continued from Page 6

Linda: When was the Humphrey House built?
Bob: It was built in 1881, the second house in Orland Park. Senator Humphrey bought twelve acres of ground here adjacent to the railroad
track, and he subdivided this and this became the hub of Orland Park. Before that time, the township was here for quite awhile. They all
started out with townships and basically communities began to start.

Linda: When did the Humphrey House become part of the Orland Park Historical Society?
Bob: Senator Humphrey died in 1914 and his youngest son, John Stewart Humphrey, came here from New York. He was an actor and lived
with his mother and he took over the house. Only Humphreys lived in this house.

Linda: Yes, that was one of the questions I was going to ask you, if the families were all descendants of Humphrey.
Bob: They were all descendants, yes.

Linda: So Senator Humphrey was the first and then his son lived here?
Bob: His wife Ida lived here after his death and then when she got sick, his son, who was past his prime as an actor, came back to Orland
Park here and took care of her. Then when she died, do you remember when she died?
Vi: No, not at the moment. She died in New York.
Bob: She went to visit her son now and then.

Linda: But you had mentioned last summer that he was married twice?
Bob: The first time, he was married to Amelia Patrick who was a farm girl in Bremen Township. The Patrick family was rather a large family.
Senator Humphrey married her but I can’t remember the date. Anyway, they were married and they had a farm around 151st somewhere and
lived there for awhile. Then they built this house. Their first year they had a child.
Vi: Libby.
Bob: Libby. Libby was buried in the Patrick plot in Bachelor’s Woods in Bachelor’s Cemetery. And Amelia, when she died in 1893, she was
buried here. By that time the Orland Cemetery was made.

Linda: Where is he buried?
Vi: Where John Humphrey is and his first wife Amelia, who is at the top here when they first got married (refers to picture). And some of the
kids are buried there. And of course when he got older he was buried there too, Stewart, John Stewart.

Linda: I asked you this once before but, how many deaths actually occurred in this house?
Vi: We have no clue. We have nothing of any deaths in the house.
Bob: We don’t have anything written, but... (At this point Vi shows a family tree.)
Vi: Its not necessarily even accurate.
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Paranormal Talk with Rev. Kathy

Paranormal or Not?

In Short Order
Contributed By Rev. Kathy Houck, Independent Paranormal
Investigations Research Consultant

Often we hear of young children having imaginary friends, or being
afraid of a monster in the closet. Many paranormal investigators these
days however, are paying closer attention to the younger inhabitants
of the home when they interview a family. Children have vivid
imaginations, but they have something else that lends credibility to
what they might have to offer to an investigation. A child is
unencumbered by what society ultimately teaches us as adults; that
we cannot see or hear through the veil of the beyond.
Picture: Walking tour of Forest Preserve
When a child describes seeing or hearing a spirit in great detail, it’s
generally a good idea to listen to what they have to say. Although

The above picture was taken in August of 2010 while walking in the Forest

vivid imaginations are certainly present in children, when they tell a

Preserve near Bachelor’s Grove in Midlothian, IL. The person taking the

parent or other trusted adult they might have seen a ghost, they do

picture thought the tree stump looked cool, but did not notice anything

not have the same hesitations or concerns that adults do about others

unusual at the time it was taken.

believing them. Their innocence and naivety in itself can make a child

Answer will be provided in next month’s issue.

an honest and forthright witness during a paranormal investigation.
For this reason, many paranormal teams now include trained child
psychologists in their professional networks for consultation, or even

Answer from the July Issue:

direct participation when working with families reporting a suspected
haunting.

Picture : Private Investigation, Waverly Hills Sanatorium, Louisville,
KY

There is a similar effect with animals even though they cannot offer a
The above picture was taken in August of 2009 while at a private

verbal interview or describe an experience their owners know their

investigation at Waverly Hills Sanatorium in Louisville, KY. The top

behaviors. A dog may chase something that isn’t there, growls at

row of windows is the 4th floor of the building.

something we cannot see or a cat might suddenly leap with its hair
stood on end for no reason immediately apparent to us, then

At the time the photo was taken no

something crashes from an empty room.

one noticed anyone in that window.
Additionally, no one was in that part

Is it simply imagination, or do we somehow lose a vast knowledge of

of the building. We can’t say for

the truth of the existential world once we reach four feet tall?

sure it’s an entity, but we know it
was not one of us present.
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What’s on Your Mind?
Confessions of a New Ghost Hunter
Chris Alcala, Investigator for TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
My name is Chris, and I am one of the newer members to the TnT Paranormal Investigator LLC team. As some you may have read, TnT
Paranormal took part in a paid event in Mansfield Ohio at the Ohio State Reformatory. I was lucky enough to be able to go along with several
members of the team to this event as my first opportunity to be on an actual investigation. I would like to take this opportunity to talk about my
experience and give you a taste of what an investigation is like.
First of all, I was nervous. Well nervous may be a huge understatement; I was scared. Funny part was that I was not scared about seeing
something actually paranormal; it was all the rest of the investigation I was afraid of. For those not in the know, let me explain a little of the
“behind the scenes” stuff you may or may not know of. I’ve boiled my experiences into four major categories:
Equipment: Its one thing to watch on TV how equipment is used, it’s a whole other thing to actually use it on an actual investigation. Yes its
pretty straight forward, but remembering not to bang the audio recorder on your belt, or to swing the ghost meter too close my walkie talkie
(Yikes! There’s a ghost in my pocket!) takes some coordination. That is not to mention that I was using someone’s equipment so I am trying to
be extra careful. Oh, and did I mention that I was doing most of this in near complete darkness? Yes so we had to also carry flashlights around
in case we needed them so that had to be available as well. So having only two hands was a disadvantage but I did manage to adjust.
Darkness and Directions: Speaking of which, some parts were luckily lit by the actual operating prison right behind the reformatory so some
parts had at least a little ambient light that once you got adjusted, you could at least avoid running into things. But other parts, particularly in the
solitary confinement area, where you literally could not see your hand in front of your face. Now I am not inherently scared of the dark, but when
you’re walking around and you can’t see, it does take some getting used to. Lucky for me, the blue IR light prevented me from injuring myself or
my teammates.
Okay folks, get ready for this one, I am a man who is directionally challenged and willing to admit it. I have to go to great lengths to remember
how to get back to the car after I go into the mall and can’t always remember which door I came in. Yes it’s sad, and I apologize to the other
guys out there but it is true. Now couple that with the fact that we are given a tour of the place that does not necessarily go in any particular
order, and a map which is difficult to read in the dark, and this could have been a recipe for a disaster. Luckily, I was grouped with two
experienced investigators who were not as challenged as I am, and I was able to return to my hotel that night.
My own fears all captured for posterity: I have yet another confession to make: I have a fear of bats. And no, before you ask, it’s not like in
Batman where I get to be all Bruce Wayne – like and overcome and embrace my fears. I’m scared still. And I was hoping that I would not have
to come clean on that one for two reasons: First, I was the only man on the team that night and didn’t want to look like such a ninny. And
secondly, I knew that if one came too close to me, that I would scream like a six year old girl. So needless to say, we were getting buzzed by
several at certain points, and yes I screamed enough at first to scare the two women I was with. Embarrassment? Yes please, I took easily a full
helping of that while there. The best part is that not only did I get to embarrass myself, but it was all captured not only on film, but on two audio
recorders. So afterward, my embarrassment could be shared around the team for all to hear! And by the way to those who reviewed that
evidence, your welcome for the belly laugh that night. That was all free of charge.

Continued to Page 10
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What’s on Your Mind?

Ask TnT Paranormal

Continued from Page 9

These questions were submitted by our readers, by our online

Confessions…..What a cool experience it was!

subscribers, or at events.

Suggestion for future ghost hunters: remember that everything you do is
on tape, often several tapes, and if you don’t want to embarrass yourself,

What kind of digital recorder is best?
We have cheap to expensive ones and they all really have about

or anyone else, then be aware of the recorders and be on your best
behavior. You may also want to share fears you may have ahead of time

the same quality of sound. It mainly depends on the features you
want. Each team members has their own preference.

instead of springing them on your teammates in the middle of an
investigation.
Remembering to have fun: The last thing I had to consider on my first
investigation was to have fun. It seems like a simple concept but it is
easy to forget when you are juggling equipment, negotiating the dark,
trying to remember which door you came in, and dodging fear-inducing
bats. I was in a place of such beauty from an architectural standpoint
which has been the backdrop for two major movies, and was a piece of
history which had many stories to tell of both mundane and supernatural
natures. I was in awe of the structure from the first time I saw it during
the day and held a bit of reverence for it throughout the night. At times, I
caught a “Wow” before it came out as we walked around the place. I had
to let go, and trust my teammate’s experience to see me through and just
enjoy it for what it was.
All of this, and I didn’t even touch on all the experiences that we had
while there but that will have to wait for another time. Suffice to say that
though I maintain a healthy dose of skepticism, what I saw was a once in
a lifetime experience that I shared with a teammate. Perhaps I will share
that at another time as long as there are no bats flying near my
computer.

Sneak Peek
In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:
• Paranormal “U” – Supernatural vs Paranormal
• Famous Haunts – Senator John Humphrey
House

To learn more go to:
http://www.chicagohauntings.com/conference.html

• Tools of the Trade – Digital Recorders
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AMT Counseling Management Services
Ages 2 through Adulthood

Contact us:
815 N. Larkin Ave
Suite 104B
Joliet, IL 60435
Phone: 815-730-8900
Email: amtcounseling@comcast.net

Services offered:
ADHD
Anger Management
Anxiety
Asperger's Syndrome
Autism
Depression
Domestic Violence
Family
Grief and Loss
Marriage
PTSD
Sexual Abuse
And much more

From the Paranormal Bookstore
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Classical Mythology, 2nd Edition

An exploration of timeless legends.
First told centuries ago, the ancient myths of the Greeks and Romans continue to fascinate and
influence the world today. The expanded edition of this popular guide examines why these legends
remain an integral part of human history, citing their literary value, and their presence throughout
popular culture in such works as J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels, and the Coen brothers’ film O
Brother, Where Art Thou?.
• Features a 50-page “who’s who” glossary of classical mythological characters— from both the
Greek and Roman versions
• An updated look at recent movies and television series’ based on mythology, including Helen of
Troy, HBO’s animated Odyssey, and the Disney Channel’s Hercules
Authors: Kevin Osborne
ISBN-10: 9781592572892
ISBN-13: 978-1592572892
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Upcoming Paranormal
Events

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts.
Place your order today at:
http://www.tntparanormal.com/apps/
webstore/

• September 30 – October 1, 2011, Chicago Ghost Conference
III, Portage Theater, Chicago, IL,
http://www.chicagohauntings.com/conference.html
• August 12-13, 2011, Second Annual Michigan Paranormal

Upcoming TnT Paranormal
Events

Convention, Sault Ste. Marie, MI, http://miparacon.com/
•August 20, 2011, Buffalo Central Terminal, Buffalo, NY,
http://idealeventmanage.com/buffalo_central_terminal.html

• Paranormal 101 Program, Fountaindale Library, Bolingbrook, 9/8

• December 16 - 19, 2011, Mt. Washington, Beyond Reality

at 7:00PM

Events, http://www.beyondrealityevents.com/mtwashington/

• Paranormal 101 Program, Lansing Library, 9/15 at 6:30PM
• Paranormal 101 Program, Glenwood-Lynwood Library, 9/22 at
7:00PM

Investigator Spotlight

• Paranormal 101 Program, Lemont Library, 9/29 at 7:00PM
• Chicago Ghost Conference III (hosting a booth), Portage
Theater, Chicago, IL, September 30 – October 1, 2011

Tracey Strompolis

(http://www.chicagohauntings.com/conference.html)

Investigator in Training

• Paranormal 101 Program, Carol Stream Library, 10/4 at 7:00PM

Tracey grew up in a small rural town in NE Kansas in a

• Paranormal 101 Program, Lisle Library, 10/6 at 7:00PM

house that had a lot of unexplainable activity. She moved
to Illinois in March of 2001. She has had many

• Paranormal 101 Program, Wilmette Library, 10/11, at 7:00PM

paranormal experiences from childhood into adulthood
and it has encourage her to continue her interest in what

• Paranormal 101 Program, Three Rivers Library, 10/13 at 6:30PM

lies beyond. Tracey is both a believer and a skeptic when

• Paranormal 101 Program, Downers Grove Library, 10/18 at

it comes to sightings/claims. She is dedicated to helping

7:00PM

people, who feel they have paranormal activity, by finding

• Paranormal 102 Program, Westmont Library, 10/20 at 7:00PM

explanations whether or not the activity is paranormal in

• Paranormal 101 Program, Mt. Prospect Library, 10/25 at 7:30PM

nature. For the last two years Tracey has participated by
acting in a neighborhood "Haunted Garage", as

• Paranormal 101 Program, New Lenox Library, 10/27 at 6:30PM

Halloween is her favorite holiday. In the spare time she

• Paranormal 101 Program, Prairie Trails Public Library, Burbank,

loves to fish, listen to music, read (mostly Stephen King),

11/3 at 7:00PM

watch Ghost Hunters, and spend time with her two
wonderful little girls, her fiance', and their Shiba Inu,

To learn more about these events go to:

Tango.

http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm
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